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Introduction

This utility is used as a front-end to the Novell Virtual Debugger. The GUI interface in this tool 
allows data to be reused, stored and manipulated a lot easier and more accurately then in a 
text based interface. It’s essentially an educational tool, originally written for my own use.

Using this utility, mapping the stack and reporting on a NetWare Coredump is make easy and 
accurate. Engineer are able to work on coredump notes in an editor of choice. 

Finding the top or bottom of a function is quick and painless. Using the Return Checker to test 
all possible returns, add the parameters and locate the top of the previous function is a 
timesaver.

The reports are generated in a format which is easy to read, with additional on information like 
the Modules version and Functions which modified the stack.

Someone accustomed to using the VDB should be able to find this tool useful, if only to 
generate an initial report after using the RET Checker.

The Stack Mapper is a aid to quickly generating a Stack Map Report. It can be saved and 
reloaded at a later time, so there is no need to complete the stack map in one session. 

The actual process of identifying the root cause is still a manual one.

In a live debugger there is now an “sw” command for stack walking. So if you have access to 
the live system, “sw” is a lot faster then using this utility.

How the Utility Access the VDB

The name of the VDB windows is set up in the utility configuration. Focus is set to the VDB and 
it is minimized. Commands are sent to the VDB. The name of a file is always sent first. The VDB 
output is written to the file. The Stack Mapper utility reads this file and parses it. The Stack 
Mapper is doing nothing more than parse text!

The Stack Mapper utility will seem to loose focus after each action requiring data from the 
VDB. This is because focus is being set to the VDB in order to generate the requested data. If 
you have other applications like GWIM/IM running you’ll need to stop these.

Two file names are alternated in the VDB so that the old file can be reused. This ensures that 
the files do not grow out of control and also makes it easy to parse the text for the latest data.

Getting Help
When in the focus is on the “Assembly Code” viewer or the “Stack Map Table” viewer, general 
functionality help is accessed using F1.

When in the focus in on the “Assembly Code” viewer and code is highlighted, the F2 key will 
display some help about the Assembly instruction. This text is located in a file in the 
application directory, called “intel8086.txt”. This text can be customized by editing the file. 

The string “-*-“ in the file, is a separator which identifies the next topic.
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Functionality Keys
Use the F1 key to view the functionality keys shown below:

Stack Map Table Viewer - Stack addresses displayed in table format.

Keys:

Double-Click - Get Assembly Code

Locate stack data value as an address in Assembly Code.

Code is collected from the VDB the first time round. After that it is 
cached. The cached code is used if the address requested is available 
in a cached log file. IF a cached log is used AND a Double-Click is again 
issued, then the VDB is contacted to update the cache. This feature is 
required when for instance 10 lines of code were collected the first 
time and next time you want to collect 20. The cache is always read 
from the latest copy to the oldest. Cache is not overwritten.

Right-Click - Check for RET

This option will always attempt Assembly decoding at the stack value 
selected, then look for a CALL statement and make that call. If the call 
is to the function +offset address of the stack address statement prior 
to the RET, then the call is valid. A valid call will invoke a parameter 
check, which will add that CALL’s parameters to the stack 
automatically.

INS - Edit address

Modify the description in “Register / Instruction” column.

DEL - Remove address details

Delete all data at the highlighted stack address.

D - Double dump stack data as address

Double dump the address located in the “DATA” column.
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Assembly Commands Viewer - Instructions displayed in list format

Keys:  

Double-Click - Place an instruction on the stack 

If the instruction is a PUSH, SUB ESP or POP ADD ESP, it is added to the 
stack map. A POP and ADD ESP are added as reserved, because the do 
not use up stack space and so we use them as placeholders until you 
find the PUSH and SUB ESP. (This feature will confuse a RET test, 
because the start of the function is not correctly identified in terms of 
the starting address +Offset.)

C - Call the Address or Function

This feature will make a call to a Hex address or Module|Function and 
can also be used with a JUMP statement. The condition is not tested, 
the address or Module|Function is looked up regardless. The currently 
loaded Assembly code is scanned first, then cache and then the VDB is 
contacted if required.

Y - Accept RET

• If the code highlighted in the “Assembly Code” is a CALL or ADD 
ESP 

• And   the row highlighted in the “Stack Map” is a “? RET” or “Is a 
RET,” 

• Then that RET will be accepted as valid, the parameters for 
that CALL will be added to the “Stack Map”.

Assembly Code Help

Use the F2 key in the “Assembly Code” viewer to see a short description of the 
highlighted Assembly code instruction.
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Setup The Stack Mapper Interface

Step 1 - Start the VDB and load the coredump.

Step 2 – You may also configure an editor of choice. The editor is used to view the 
Coredump and stack map reports as well as edit Coredump Notes.

Step 3 – Configure the name of the engineer who is reading the Coredump. The 
engineers name is written to the final report.

The VDB Command Delay Factor will probably not be required, so don’t spend too much 
time reading this.

After the “Stack Mapper” has sent a command to the VDB, execution of Assembly 
decodes may take 5 seconds to complete. A delay of 30 seconds maximum is used, but 
additional time may be required in a VMWare session for instance.

The VDB Command Delay Factor is the additional number of seconds the “Stack 
Mapper” will wait before it resumes control. The utility now detects when the VDB has 
completed a task and will wait up to 30 seconds. There should be no need to adjust 
this setting. The maximum is 9 seconds.

All commands are followed by the valid VDB command “Z0”. This invokes the 
calculator. The reason for the need to indicate when a command has completed is 
because some commands like “u” and “ds” have no measurable end. They will continue 
to display data when an enter command is used. The “Z0” commands is used to turn off 
the previous command mode.
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Note: Sometimes a beep may be heard when the VDB is accessed. This is due to a 
mismatch between the current log file being used and the log file being set. This 
situation should not occur normally. But if a VDB or utility are stopped and started, a 
mismatch could occur. This is not a problem and will not affect operations.

Launching a Virtual Debugger
The VDB can be launched manually from the file system, using explorer or wherever, 
but it can also be launched from within this application. 

This option will provide an option for selecting a VDB from the file system. By default a 
number of VDB’s are installed along with the Stack Mapper. This is the default 
directory which is displayed when this option is selected.

Accessing the VDB (Virtual Debugger)

 

Click “Access VDB” to start up a connection to the VDB - which should 
already be running with a Coredump loaded.

If the VDB can’t be contacted, the message above will be displayed. Stopping and 
starting the VDB or the Stack Mapper utility should resolve this.
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NOTE: If text is selected in the VDB it will prevent the Stack Mapper from functioning – 
the utility will fail. A message will be displayed.

NOTE: After each command which requires access to the VDB, focus will shift away 
from the Stack Mapper utility. Do not attempt to click on the Stack Mapper form. This 
will cause problem, which may close down the VDB.  Nothing will break, but your 
patience will be tested.
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How to start Mapping a Stack

Click “Access VDB” 

Note the Abend Message 

An ABEND log file is created in the Coredump image directory at the time that the 
“Access VDB” option is used. The ABEND report can be opened from within this utility 
by double-clicking on the ABEND message area shown below.

Note the Registers
• Clicking on the EIP label will provide an assembly decode from the EIP address.
• Double-click on any register value to paste it to the clipboard.

Decode Lines of Assembly

This option is used to specify a memory address or module/function name, along with 
the number of lines of assembly to decode. Any valid VDB statement may be used here. 
The Stack Mapper utility will always attempt to provide code up to the address 
specified below. 

In very technical terms, enough enter commands are added when this command is 
executed so that all addresses from B64879E-1000 up to B64879E are displayed in the 
Assembly Code Viewer.

Decode From Area

! This is the first great asset of this utility. You are able to view output which would 
normally scroll off the VDB screen. Using a command like -5 or -30 is not useful. You 
want as much data as you could possible need in one command, when fetching 
Assembly code for locating the top of bottom of a function.
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Stack Map Table Viewer

This is what the stack map looks like to start with. The Address column shows the 
actual address of each stack value, Stack Figure1. The columns can be re-ordered and 
Stack Figure 2 shows what would be have implied in a stack dump, with the offset per 
stack row, B5B38E2C+4, for example.

Stack Dump using the “dd” command. This command dumps the stack from the ESP , 
address B5B38E2C in this case (The current Stack Pointer).  The utility issues the “dd” 
command automatically when ‘Access VDB’ is used. The table below is populated with 
the results of the “dd” command.

Stack Map Table Viewer

Stack 

Figure1
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             Stack 
Figure 2

Command Results Viewer
After each command has been issued to the VDB, the results are displayed and stored 
in the “Command Results” section. The utility caches 9999 logs files in a sub-directory 
of the Coredump location, called VDBLogs. This may sound like quite a few, but it’s 
very easy to end up with more than you expect. A typical stack map may need 500-
1000. 

The navigation buttons, at the bottom right of the image, are used to move between 
the various log files if required. 

When the radio buttons below are selected, e.g. “Dump”, and text is highlighted, the 
command “D” (dump) is applied to the highlighted text and issued as a command to the 
VDB. This may make dumping data a bit easier. (A page is dumped, there is currently 
no option to dump only a specified number of longs, using this option).

To apply a specific command to an address the command line option can be used, 
discussed next.
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Command Line Prompt
The textbox below is used to type commands normally used in the VDB. Any valid VDB 
command will return valid results.  The number at the end of the line is the number 
of times the enter keys will be pressed (on your behalf). This is useful when you want 
to dump code, a stack or use the DS command. You can type any number in there. If 
it’s big enough something may complain.

Current Function Details

This area of the utility displays the nearest/current function in which the code address 
specified in “Decode From:” is located. These details are updated when whenever code 
is requested using the “Decode From:” feature. 

If the Module|Function details area is blank (e.g. BPCD.NLM below is missing) and the 
stack map is updated with information, then the stack map will contain invalid 
information. This should not occur, but be aware of this.

Module|Function Details Area

Decode From Area
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The Assembly Code Viewer

The Assembly Code area is updated by commands issued in the “Decode From:” 
section. The code is read into the Command Results text viewer, then added to the 
Assembly Code viewer (without the Opcodes – Operation Codes).

Decode From Area

The Opcodes are not always required to map the stack. But, the top of a function my 
not be that easy to locate. We’ll cover this a bit later, with a proper example. 

The Assembly Code below is displayed when the “Access VDB” command is used, if the 
EIP is available. Note that the EIP value in the “Register” frame is the address which 
has been decoded.

Note: Use the key “C” to call a function or jump to an address, in a jump statement

Assembly Code Viewer

Register Frame
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How to Remove Opcodes

When writing Coredump notes or pasting notes against a specific stack address, you 
may want to remove the OPcodes. 

• Select the text you want to use, copy it into the clipboard (Control-C)
• Then select the “Tools|Remove Opcodes” menu option
• Paste the code into a textbox or editor, (Control-V)
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How to locate the Top of a Function

Here we have an example. Use the CS (Code Start) button to enable the two RET Up 
and RET Down buttons. This will allow you to search for a RET statement above or 
below the line of code you started at.

Locate the bottom of the function, looking for POP, LEA or ADD ESP statements, and a 
RET. 

The POPs should be noted, they will be PUSHs at the top of the function, but in reverse 
order. I.e. POP EBX, POP EBP will be PUSH EBP, PUSH EBX at the top of the function.

Use the “Find Address” button to locate this code in the “Command Results” viewer. 

This is where you can cut out address details as well as view the Opcodes, which we’ll 
need now.

The two RETURN addresses have been marked (in this example), you’ll see the topmost 
RET in the next image. 
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This is the same code segment shown in the Assembly Code viewer, but in the 
Command Results Viewer we also see the Opcodes. (These are the original log details 
returned by the VDB.)

It’s not always easy to spot the start of a function. We need to look up a few Opcodes, 
especially since we know that we are looking for PUSH EBP, PUSH EBX.

Opcodes   Instruction

55             PUSH    EBP
53             PUSH    EBX

A bit of Coredump reading involves guessing… which is why it takes so long to read 
them. Experience also helps.

We know we need to find an Opcode of 55 and 53, in that order.

If we use the address marked above C90FFEAF + 1, that gives us Opcode 55. (If you 
need to refer to the Opcode next to 55, which is 89, it would be +2)
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We enter the address C90FFEAF + 1 into the “Decode From:” area and blank out the 
dropdown box, as shown below.

Decode From Area

Use the ! button (or enter) to execute the Assembly decode at this address.

The results of the Assembly decode show a completely different picture. The top of the 
function becomes clear. Note the Opcodes 55 & 53 are in the correct order. 

Also note that there are not more PUSH statements or LEA/SUB statements then we 
expected.

To map the PUSH statements onto the Stack Map, select the “Assembly Code” tab.
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Adding the PUSH statements to the stack map:

• Now select the next free Stack Map Table row
• Then Double-Click on the PUSH EBX statement
• This will add the statement to the Stack Map
• Also note that the correct type description is added to the PUSH

(This is a Preserve)

The magenta dots show where the PUSH statements were added.
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Adding Notes to Stack Addresses

Each stack address may have notes associated with it. 

Currently these notes are for reference only, not reported. If a reporting feature is 
required please let me know. 

This feature is useful for writing the POP statements at the end of a function against 
the RET statements stack address. This way you have an easy reference to check for 
the top of the function. You may want to document the code snippet which affected 
that stack address.
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How to Check for a RET (RETURN)

On any stack address row you may use the Rick-Click mouse button. This will invoke a 
detailed RET test.  

The test performs the commands:
• ? <Stack Address Value>
• u <Stack Address Value>

The tool checks for a CALL statement near the decoded return address. If one is 
located and the CALL address is either Hex or a Module/Function name, then that 
address is used with new ‘?’ & ‘u’ commands. 

If the function which is called is the same as the one used in the Stack Row prior to the 
RET statement, then we know the RET is one we want to use.

A function is verified in two ways, either by Module|Function +Offset or by Assembly 
code instruction address. The Instruction address of each stack entry is tracked in the 
Stack Map. You can use this data to check of a RET return to the previous function. A 
PUSH (Preserve) isn’t always the first instruction in a function.

If a RET is confirmed as good, then the parameters for that CALL are automatically 
added as shown below.

If a RET can not be confirmed, because it uses a Register address which is unknown at 
this time, the RET statement in the Stack Map will be “? RET”.

If you wish to accept the RET as good, highlight the Assembly Code instruction “ADD 
ESP”, below RET address and press “Y”. Or you can highlight the CALL statement itself, 
as there may be no parameters.

The CALL parameters will be added to the stack map for you.
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Using the RETURN Checker

In some situations it may be useful to search for possible return addresses in the stack. 

How the RET Checker does it’s work:

• The “ds” (dump stack) command is used to obtain a list of addresses which 
point to valid code address memory.

• Each of these addresses are then checked for a CALL statement. If one 
exists then details about that call are stored against the stack address.

The VDB “ds” command on it’s own does not report which addresses could have a CALL 
statement at the address reported.

You will find that many addresses reported by the “ds” command are not useful. 
Although they do point to CALL statements and were probably return statements in the 
past, these addresses are now located in LVS (Local Variable Space) and totally useless 
for mapping the stack. In situations were the EIP is 0 and the ABEND is a page fault, use 
this option to locate possible RETURN addresses. It’s much faster then going it using 
the Right-click option in the “Stack Map” viewer, it’s automated. In this ABEND 
situation a message with this tip will be added to the Coredump Notes.

The Return Checker will check 15 possible return addresses. The command can be used 
at any point in the stack map process. For example, use it initially, then start mapping 
the stack until you’re stuck, use it again to get some clues to the next possible return.
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Call Parameters
Here is an example of a CALL statement, the ADD ESP 8 and the two PUSH statements 
which are the parameters.

The ADD ESP statement adds back address space to the stack. The Stack Pointer is 
incremented by the value in the ESP statement. (New stack pointer will be ESP+8)

It isn’t always possible to tell if a CALL statement has parameters (programmatically). 
A CALL may have no parameters. But, it may use the ADD ESP statement to remove 
them from the stack or a POP to remove one of two. But, a LEA ESP is sometimes also 
used near the CALL statement. In addition to this the parameters may be cleaned up by 
an LEA statement at the end of the function or routine, seen in shorter 
functions/routines.
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How to locate the End of a Function

Valid code in memory is:
1. Code in a Module

i. Code in a Function
ii. Possibly code in a subroutine

If the code is in a subroutine, then the end of the subroutine may look different to the 
end of the function. The subroutine may have two POP statements, but the function 
may have 3 POPs, an LEA and/or ADD ESP.

At the Top of a Function

The top of the function has four PUSH’s and a SUB ESP C, the bottom has four PUSH’s 
and and a ADD ESP C, so there is reason to believe we have the correct top of the 
function.

The bottom of the function may be the first RET statement you locate using the “RET 
Down” button, but it may not be. Try the next one (Press “RET Down” again). If after 
the RET statement you see what looks like the top of a function, you know you’ve gone 
too far. (Press the “RET Up” button to get back to the previous RET.)

At the Bottom of a Function
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How to request additional lines of Assembly code
In the “Assembly Code” viewer window, select any line of code, press ENTER. This will 
request more code, populate the viewer and place the highlighted bar on the 
instruction address where the code was decoded from. (Minus any parameters.) 

Using  “u D5E052CA -1000” will place the highlight on address D5E052CA.

Variations in CALL’ing functions

The most difficult part of mapping the stack comes about with slight variations in how 
modules or function can be called, for instance a “MarshallIFNeeded” table. 

The Stack Mapper utility will detect this table and notify you that it has found one. 

All you need to do is decide if you want to accept the CALL statement as valid.

The “MarshallIFNeeded” code is a table which calls a function “MarshallIFNeeded” 
before calling the actual code which does the business. The MarshallIFNeeded function 
is used on Multi-processor servers to choose a processor for the business code to run 
on.
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Locating the Start of a Function

Although the start of a function could be identified by the statement, “VDB Function: 
CIFS.NLM|DHDeleteFromChronList:”, these messages are not always accurate. 

These messages are available when functions have been made available as Public 
functions. A Symbol file is not always required for these messages to be reported. 

The VDB does not always correctly detect the start of a function, even when a Symbol 
file is loaded. The Symbol file contains the function name and offset, this identifies 
each functions starting address.

Sometimes the function names appear in the middle of a function, which can be 
confusing. Look for the bottom and top of the function and match up the LVS and 
Preserves. There isn’t a great need for extreme accuracy when choosing to add the LVS 
and Preserves to the stack map. If the next RET does not work out then there is a good 
chance you added the incorrect data to the stack map, just delete it, double-click on 
the last good RET and try again.
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Locating the Start and End of a Function: Example 1
This is a CPU hog abend, the EIP of D3ABCD4B is where the server halted.

With the line a code highlighted, click the “Set Code Start” button, the button caption changes 
to “Go To Code Start”. This option also enables the “RET Up”, “RET Down” and “Set Bottom” 
buttons. These will be explained shortly.

Use the “Go To Code Start” button to return to this line.

Click “Set 
Code Start”

This enables the buttons 
which provides functions to 
assist with locating the End 
and Start of a function.

This example is easy, the 
next one is more of a 
challenge.

Click “RET Down”

In order to locate the 
bottom of the function a 
“RET Down” search can be 
performed. All this does is 
search for a RET statement.

The reason it is efficient 
and fast is because 
additional lines of code 
have been read from the 
VDB. If more are needed 
press enter after selecting 
an Assembly line.
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A RETURN statement has 
been located. 

Click “SET Bottom”

This option stores the POP 
statements, in reverse 
order. This is required to 
search for PUSH 
statements, which will 
help us identify the top of 
the function.

Note the tool tip for 
“Find Top” shows the 
registers we’d expect to 
see at the top of the 
function as well as the 
order in which we expect 
to see them.

Click “Find Top”

Note: If symbol 
files are loaded, 
the “Find Top” 
button will locate 
the start of a 
function using the 
function name. 
The Assembly 
code should be 
correctly decoded 
at the correct 
address.

When symbol files 
are not available 
for a module the 
start of the 

function us located using the POP/PUSH order.

To locate the top of a function there are a number of rules:

1. We need to find a RET statement
2. The PUSH’s need to be for the same registers as the POP’s, in reverse order
3. If  the POP’s at bottom of your function are different to the POP’s above the next RET, 

you have a new function. 
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4. But, if the POP’s are the same it may mean you have located a code routine. If a 
statement like “VDB Function:” appears after the RET then you probably have the top 
of the function.

Locating the Start and End of a Function: Example 2

The start of a function may appear as in the example above. The top of the function 
should have two PUSH’s, EBP & EBX, in this order. 

Use the “Find Address” button to locate the RET statement in the “Command Results” 
viewer. This is where the Opcodes can be viewed.

From the sample below there is no sign of EBP or EBX, but the Opcodes do give us a 
clue.
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Look at address C90FFEAF, where 5589 is highlighted. Each assembly instruction has 
an operations code, Opcode. The codes 55 and 89 have specific meanings:

55             PUSH    EBP
89E5          MOV     EBP, ESP
53              PUSH    EBX
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Using this as a clue, decode the Assembly at the location of Opcode 55, C90FFEAF +1. 
The ‘+1’ means one byte. If for example you wanted to get a the opcode 89, then it 
would be C90FFEAF +2.

PUSH opcodes for the eight Intel registers:
EAX  50
ECX  51
EDX  52
EBX  53
ESP  54
EBP  55
ESI  56
EDI  57
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Enter the hex address C90FFEAF +1 into the “Decode From” field, blank out the drop 
down box and use the ‘!’ button to fetch the Assembly code.

As you can see from the decode the Assembly code is completely different to what it 
was before. The address C90FFEB0 is the top of the function. 

Add EBX then EBP to the stack map.
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Locating the EIP (Instruction Pointer)

If the Register frame shows the EIP as number other than zero, then you’ve just 
located the EIP. 

If the Abend is a CPU Hog, then the EIP will be zero. Have no fear, the utility will 
detect this and locate the EIP for you, it is the second long on the stack.

The utility will automatically do an Assembly decode at the EIP – 1000.

Mapping the Stack: The Process

The following steps are required to map a stack:

1. Identify the current EIP
2. Identify the bottom, then the top of the function where the EIP is located
3. Add any SUB ESP or PUSH statements to the Stack Map
4. The next Stack Address should contain the RETURN address of the previous 

function. Test this using Right-Click on the Stack Map, on the row you want to test.
5. If the CALL is a HEX number or a Module|Function, the CALL will be tested to see if 

it calls the correct function. The correct function is located on the stack map row 
prior to the RET.

6. If the RET is valid, then the parameters (if any), for the CALL statement in the 
function we just returned to, will be added to the stack map (automatically).

7. Go to step 2

When you’ve located about 8 return statements or the end of the stack you are ready 
to generate a report or troubleshoot the root cause of the ABEND.
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SAVE and OPEN
Please make use of the SAVE option, if the utility does crash for some reason you are 
not going to be happy. The utility makes a backup copy before each save. So you’ll 
have two copies of the file, located in the same directory as the Coredump itself.

The OPEN option can only be used AFTER the “Access VDB” option. The utility first 
needs to make contact with the VDB, before you can use the saved stack map.
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Reporting: The Stack Map

• Stack Report
This will generate a stack map, which is pretty close to the one used by the 
WWS OS team. 

• Final Report
The Final Coredump Report will generate a report with the following 
headings:

Coredump analyzed by
Date
Conclusion
Image File
Operating System Version:
ABEND Message
REGISTERS

BAD REGISTER 
WHERE THE ABEND OCCURED
WHERE THE ABEND ORIGINATED
MODULES USED ON STACK
SYMBOL FILES USED
STACK MAP

Report content can be automatically added from the “Coredump Notes”, if 
the text is located between the section markers below. These section 
heading are automatically added to the Coredump Notes the first time 
coredump analysis is started.

*** <Coredump Analysis Conclusion- Start>
<Coredump Analysis Conclusion- END>

*** <Bad Register- Start>
<Bad Register- END>

*** <Where the ABEND occurred- Start>
<Where the ABEND occurred- END>

*** <Where the ABEND originated- Start>
<Where the ABEND originated- END>

o BAD REGISTER: Identify the register where the problem is occurring, if it’s 
a Page Fault or counter for instance

o WHERE THE ABEND OCCURRED: Cut and paste code from the cached logs, 
remove the Opcodes if required.

o WHERE THE ABEND ORIGINATED: Cut and paste code from the cached logs, 
remove the Opcodes if required.

Reports are written to the same location as the Coredump file.
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Assembly Code Examples

Function START   Example 1  

CIFS.NLM|MBMasterUDPPacketDispatch:
B5C92F50 55   PUSH    EBP
B5C92F51 MOV     EBP, ESP
B5C92F53 53   PUSH    EBX
B5C92F54 56   PUSH    ESI
B5C92F55 57   PUSH    EDI
B5C92F56   SUB     ESP, 00000134
B5C92F5C MOV     EBX, [EBP+08]

Function START   Example 2  

B5C92E5D C3 RET     
B5C92E5E MOV     EAX, EAX
B5C92E60 MOV     AL, [05B5C92E]
B5C92E65 DAS     
B5C92E66 LEAVE   
B5C92E67 MOV     CH, D8
B5C92E69 CS:     
B5C92E6A LEAVE   
B5C92E6B MOV     CH, 1D
B5C92E6D DAS     
B5C92E6E LEAVE   
B5C92E6F B555  MOV     CH, 55
B5C92E71 89E5  MOV     EBP, ESP
B5C92E73 53 PUSH    EBX
B5C92E74 56 PUSH    ESI
Decode Assembly from “B5C92E6F +1”, shows this…
CIFS.NLM|MBMaster:
B5C92E70 55    PUSH    EBP
B5C92E71 MOV     EBP, ESP
B5C92E73 53 PUSH    EBX
B5C92E74 56 PUSH    ESI
B5C92E75 MOV     CL, [EBP+08]
B5C92E78 MOV     EBX, [EBP+10]
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Function   END Example 1  

B5C92F0A CALL CIFS.NLM|MBMasterUDPPacketDispatch
B5C92F0F ADD     ESP, 00000008
B5C92F12 MOV     ESI, EAX
B5C92F14 MOV     EAX, ESI
B5C92F16 LEA     ESP, [EBP-08]
B5C92F19 5E POP     ESI
B5C92F1A 5B POP     EBX
B5C92F1B 5D POP     EBP
B5C92F1C C3 RET  

Call   PARAMETERS   Example 1  

B5C92214 JNZ     B5C9224D
B5C92216 6A00 PUSH    00
B5C92218 56 PUSH    ESI
B5C92219 MOV     EDX, [EBP+0C]
B5C9221C 52 PUSH    EDX
B5C9221D MOV     EBX, [ESI]
B5C9221F CALL CIFS.NLM|DHDeleteFromChronList
B5C92224 MOV     ESI, EBX
B5C92226 ADD     ESP, 0000000C
B5C92229 TEST    ESI, ESI

Call   PARAMETERS   Example 2  

B5CB3EA8 JMP     B5CB3E5F
B5CB3EAA 52    PUSH    EDX
B5CB3EAB 56 PUSH    ESI
B5CB3EAC 6A01 PUSH    01 (Check the stack for a hard-coded 

  values like of this. It provides a 
   clue that you are mapping the 
   correct data to the stack address.)

B5CB3EAE    CALL    CIFS.NLM|MBSMTransition
B5CB3EB3       JMP     B5CB3E5C
B5CB3EB5    LEA     EAX, [EAX+01
B5CB3EBB       LEA     EDX, [EDX+00]
B5CB3EBE       MOV     EBX, EBX

The parameters in example 2 must get cleaned off the stack somewhere 
else in the function, probably at the end of it.
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ENTIRE   Function Example 1  

CIFS.NLM|MBSMTransition:
B5C92B30 55 PUSH    EBP (Preserve)
B5C92B31 MOV     EBP, ESP
B5C92B33 53 PUSH    EBX (Preserve)
B5C92B34 MOV     EBX, [EBP+10]
B5C92B37 53 PUSH    EBX (Parameter)
B5C92B38 MOV     EDX, [EBP+0C]
B5C92B3E 52 PUSH    EDX (Parameter)
B5C92B3F SAR     EAX, 18
B5C92B42 50 PUSH    EAX (Parameter)
B5C92B43    CALL    dword ptr [EBX+000000F8]
B5C92B49 ADD     ESP, 0000000C (C = 12 dec)

   (Total parameters = 3. 12/4=3)
B5C92B4C     MOV     [EBX+000000F8], EAX
B5C92B52     LEA     ESP, [EBP-04] 
The LEA ESP gives a clue that a Parameter or LVS is being cleaned off the stack 
– depends on the situation. The parameters for the last CALL were cleaned up 
at instruction B5C92B49. The two Preserves are cleaned up by the two POPs 
below. This LEA ESP may cause of a problem by adjusting the stack pointer.

B5C92B55 5B  POP     EBX (Takes a Preserve off stack)
B5C92B56 5D  POP     EBP (Takes a Preserve off stack)
B5C92B57 C3  RET     (End of Function. Use the 

data at the current stack 
address as the next Assembly 
instruction to execute.)
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Conclusion

I hope you find this utility useful if only for getting to know the concept of stack 
mapping a bit better.
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